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A B S T R A C T
The performance characteristics, operation, and design strategies of a class of thermally driven heat pumps are
investigated due to their important roles in the efficient utilization of low-grade thermal energy. In order to
establish a more generic thermodynamic model of thermally driven heat pumps mainly including absorption,
adsorption, and ejector heat pumps, low-dissipation assumption is adopted. Accordingly, the associated dis-
sipation parameters accounting for the specific information on the irreversibilities in each heat-transfer process
are introduced rather than specifying heat-transfer law. Based on the proposed model, the theoretical results of
the coefficient of performance and heat load are derived with regard to two key parameters denoting the size
ratio of the two involved subsystems and the matching deviation from reversible limit. The performance
characteristics and the optimally operating regions of the whole system are determined and the differences
between thermally driven heat pump and refrigerator are highlighted. The proposed model and obtained results
further develop the low-dissipation model and may provide a useful description for the operation and design of
practical thermally driven heat pumps.
1. Introduction
In recent decades, motivated by the ever-increasing energy re-
quirement and the continuously growing challenges about environ-
mental pollution and climate change related to the intensive usage of
fossil fuel, the effective utilization of low-grade thermal energies, such
as solar energy, industrial waste heat, geothermal energy, and so on,
has attracted much attention from both engineers and researchers [1].
Various feasible low-grade heat harvesting technologies, such as or-
ganic Rankine cycle [2], thermoelectric devices [3], and electro-
chemical system [4], have emerged successively. Among all, a class of
thermally driven heat pumps, mainly including absorption [5], ad-
sorption [6], and ejector [7] heat pumps, are nowadays some of the
most competitive and promising due to their low capital cost, low noise,
high reliabilities, and wide adaptability to various low-grade heat
sources with different temperatures and become a hot research topic.
The influences of working pairs on the performance of absorption [8]
and adsorption [6] heat pumps are investigated. The nozzle config-
uration [9], phase transitions [10] are taken into account in the per-
formance evaluations of ejector heat pumps. The practical applications
of thermally driven heat pumps e.g., heating [11], drying [12], desa-
lination [13], and cogeneration [14] are proposed and discussed re-
spectively. In addition, various hybrid system such as compression-
absorption heat pump [15] ejector-compressor heat pump [16], fuel
cell-based hybrid system [17], combined cooling, heating and power
system [18], and solar-driven heat pump [19] are put forward.
On the other hand, despite the differences of working fluids, com-
ponents, and circulation modes involved in various types of thermally
driven heat pumps, they have the basic operating principle in common
from the viewpoint of thermodynamics. Consequently, many re-
searchers try to explore the performance bounds of thermally driven
heat pumps by presenting theoretical models. On the basis of classical
thermodynamics, the performance of this class of heat pumps may be
described by a reversible three-heat-source cycle [20] which is
equivalent to a combined cycle system consisting of a reversible Carnot
heat pump driven by a reversible Carnot heat engine. The coefficient of
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where TO, TP, and TH are respectively the temperatures of environment,
heated space, and the low-grade heat reservoir. The reversible value r
determining the COP bound of the thermally driven heat pump for
given operating temperatures has greatly theoretical significance but its
practical value is limited since the heat load of the thermally driven
heat pump is equal to zero when the COP achieves r .
In order to explore the performance of a practical thermally driven
heat pump with finite heat load, an endoreversible three-heat-source
thermodynamic cycle model has been adopted [21], in which the ir-
reversibilities associated to the coupling of the working fluid to external
heat baths have been discussed and evaluated. Many authors have
further considered the influences of internal irreversibilities of the
working fluid [22], external heat leakage losses [23], different heat-
transfer laws [24], and the temperature difference between absorber
and condenser [25]. Besides, in order to provide more comprehensive
optimization criteria, different objective functions, e.g., thermo-eco-
nomic function [26] and ecological function [27], have been in-
troduced. Moreover the performance characteristics of related hybrid
systems such as fuel cell-based hybrid system [28], geothermal heat-
engine-driven heat pump [29], and solar-driven heat pump [30] have
been discussed.
However, it is well known that the performance characteristics of
endoreversible and irreversible Carnot-like cycles are dependent on the
heat-transfer laws between the external heat reservoirs and the working
fluid closely [31]. In other words, different laws of heat-transfer lead to
different performances [32]. Due to this limitation, the search of more
universal thermodynamic cycle is a highly desirable and necessary task.
In 2010, a low-dissipation thermodynamic cycle model was proposed
by Esposito et al. [33] without adopting a specific law in the heat-
transfer processes. Two important and valuable features of the low-
dissipation model are the explicit role played by the time durations of
the heat transfers and the irreversibilities parameters in each of such
processes, allowing the explicit analysis of possible symmetries/asym-
metries in the model. With the help of low-dissipation assumptions, the
upper and lower bounds of the maximum power efficiency of Carnot
heat engine were obtained. More importantly, several famous results
derived from endoreversible thermodynamic cycle model under
different heat-transfer laws can be directly recovered by using the low-
dissipation model [33].
Low-dissipation models provided a new approach to study the
performance of thermodynamic devices and gained the interest of nu-
merous researchers. It has been applied to establish and analyze the
performance characteristics of various thermodynamic devices such as
Carnot refrigerator [34], Carnot-like heat engines [35], generalized
Carnot chemical engines [36], generalized quantum thermal devices
[37], and so on. In addition, the performance characteristics of
function [38] and function [39] and under time constraint [40], size
constraint [41], and universal constraint [42] for both heat engines and
refrigerators have been investigated. Furthermore, the relations be-
tween low-dissipation, minimally nonlinear irreversible thermo-
dynamic cycles [43], and endoreversible [44] models have been dis-
cussed. It is worthy to emphasize that this generality and universality of
low-dissipation model originates from the nature of many irreversible
energy converters. Specifically, the first order time-related entropy
generation of these thermodynamic devices behave as t1/ [45].
However, for a long time after the proposition of low-dissipation
model, its application has been confined mainly to thermal devices
coupled to only two heat sources in spite of its proved wide generality.
In Ref. [46], low-dissipation model has been firstly adopted to construct
a combined cycle model of thermally driven refrigerators coupled to
three heat sources simultaneously. As a counterpart of thermally driven
refrigerator, thermally driven heat pumps have similar operating
principle but well different technological applications, different oper-
ating temperatures, and different objective functions. However, litera-
ture survey shows that they have not been discussed within the fra-
mework of low-dissipation model. Consequently, it is of great
significance both in theory and in practice to further establish a more
generic thermodynamic model of the thermally driven heat pump by
using low-dissipation assumptions and discuss the performance char-
acteristics under the influences of heat-transfer time durations, sym-
metry/asymmetries conditions induced by irreversibilities, and the
coupling constraints imposed by the entropy generation of the whole
system. In addition, it is of interest to explore the different performance
characteristics and design constraints between the low-dissipation
Nomenclature
Latin letters
C size ratio of two subsystems
N mass (mol)
Q heat (J )
R heat load (W )
R~ dimensionless heat load
S entropy (JK 1)




U energy (J )
W work (J )
Greek letters
parameter of deviation from reversible limit
dissipation symmetry between two subsystems
temporal symmetry between two subsystems
coefficient of performance of Carnot heat pump
efficiency of Carnot heat engine
µ chemical potential (Jmol 1)
dissipation parameter (s)
~ dimensionless dissipation parameter
cycle time (s)
~ dimensionless cycle time





H high temperature side/source
P heated space
PH heated space side in Carnot heat engine





O low temperature side/source
Rm maximum heat load state
r reversible condition
Abbreviations
COP coefficient of performance
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models of thermally driven refrigerators and heat pumps. This is the
main objective of the paper, which is structured as follows.
In Section 2, an absorption heat pump is described along with a
universally equivalent low-dissipation thermodynamic model. Accord-
ingly, the expressions of COP and heat load of the model are derived
and the optimal relation between them are discussed. Section 3 contains
the main energetic results of this paper: the performance and the op-
timal operation regions of the model are investigated and revealed. The
influence of the temporal and dissipative symmetries and other coeffi-
cients on the performance of the model are numerically evaluated. The
bounds of the COP at maximum heat load are obtained. The different
performance characteristics and design constraints between thermally
driven refrigerators and heat pumps are specially stressed. A further
extension and a limit case of the proposed model are discussed, which
highlights its validity and generality. Besides, the limitations of the
proposed model are presented. Finally, the concluding remarks are
presented in Section 4.
2. Model description and the optimal relation between
performance functions
In this section, the descriptions of a thermally driven heat pump and
its equivalent low-dissipation combined cycle model are given by which
the analytical expressions of COP and heat load are derived and the
optimal relation between them is discussed.
2.1. Thermally driven heat pump and its equivalent low-dissipation
combined cycle model
Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram of an absorption heat pump
operating between three heat reservoirs with temperatures TO, TP, and
TH , corresponding to environment, heated space, and high-temperature
heat source, respectively. Comparing to traditional compression heat
pump, the condenser and evaporator have no difference, but the com-
pressor has been replaced by generator and absorber. More im-
portantly, low-grade thermal energy is used to drive this system instead
of consuming electricity. To be more specific, in the generator heat is
absorbed by the refrigerant-absorbent mixture from high-temperature
reservoir in order to separate the refrigerant. And then the refrigerant is
transported along the condenser, throttle valve, and evaporator. After
that the refrigerant transported from evaporator is absorbed by the
absorbent in the absorber and releases heat into the heated space. As a
result, after going through the absorber and generator, gaseous re-
frigerant with low temperature and pressure is translated into gaseous
refrigerant with high temperature and pressure. In other words, the
function of compressor in a traditional heat pump is fulfilled here by the
joint works of generator and absorber: the difference between the heats
exchanged with high-temperature reservoir and heated space can be
regarded as the work generated by a heat engine driving the com-
pressor.
In Fig. 1, QH , QPH , QPO, and QO denote, respectively, the heat ab-
sorbed by the generator from the high-temperature heat reservoir, the
heats released into the heated space by the absorber and condenser, and
the heat absorbed by the evaporator from environment. All these
magnitudes are expressed in regard to one cycle time. The working fluid
is recirculated by a circulation pump driven by a small amount of
electrical energy, which is usually assumed to be negligible [47].
It should be mentioned that absorption, adsorption, and ejector heat
pumps have the fundamental principle in common from the viewpoint
of thermodynamics in spite of their different constructions, working
substances, and circulation modes. Therefore, instead of study the
specific models of adsorption and ejector heat pumps, a generic and
unified model which may be used for the description of a class of
thermally driven heat pumps will be proposed in the following.
Fig. 1. The schematic diagram of the absorption heat pump.
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According to low-dissipation assumptions [33], an equivalent low-
dissipation combined cycle model of thermally driven heat pumps
consisting of a low-dissipation Carnot heat pump driven by a low-dis-
sipation Carnot heat engine is established, as shown in Fig. 2. In this
model the time durations of heat-exchanging processes and the asso-
ciated dissipation parameters in all heat-exchanging processes are well
defined. Specifically, tH , tPH , tPO, and tO denote, respectively, the time
durations of four heat-exchanging processes inside cycle. To be more
practical, tH , tPH , tPO, and tO indicate the heat-exchanging time durations
inside generator, absorber, condenser, and evaporator for the absorp-
tion heat pump; the heat-exchanging time durations inside desorber,
adsorber, condenser, and evaporator for the adsorption heat pump; the
heat-exchanging time durations inside generator, condenser (tPH+tPO),
and evaporator for the ejector heat pump. H , PH , PO, and O are the
four corresponding non-negative dissipation parameters with the spe-
cific information on the irreversibilities. It is worth of noting that the
physical meanings of the dissipation coefficients are somewhat abstract
and hard to be determined for realistic thermal devices. Nevertheless,
low-dissipation model still draws great attention of researchers due to
its generality, wide applicablity, and inherent links with other theore-
tical models. Researchers mainly focused their attention on the sig-
nificant and universal results derived from dissipative and temporal
symmetries/asymmetries analyses.
2.2. Coefficient of performance and heat load
Based on low-dissipation assumptions, the times spent in the adia-
batic processes and the relaxation time of the working fluid can be
ignored compared to the time durations of heat-exchanging processes in
the cycle. Besides, the energy dissipations of heat reservoirs along heat-
exchanging processes of Carnot heat engine and Carnot heat pump are
assumed to expressed as t/H H , t/PH PH , t/PO PO, and t/O O, respectively,
by neglecting the terms with more complicated time-dependence.







































where =Q T SHr H he and =Q T SPHr P he are, respectively, the absorbed
heat from the heat reservoir with high temperature and the heat re-
leased into the heated space by the Carnot heat engine under reversible
limit; =Q T SPOr P hp and =Q T SOr O hp are, respectively, the heats
pumped into the heated space and absorbed from the environment by
the Carnot heat pump under reversible limit. She and Shp denote,
respectively, the entropy changes of Carnot heat engine and heat pump
under reversible limit, and can be considered as the size scales of the
corresponding thermal devices [41].
It should be pointed out that the value of the reversible entropy
change in the low-dissipation models operating between only two heat
reservoirs is somewhat trivial and usually adopted as one of the para-
meters making the performance functions, e.g., power, cooling rate, or
heat load, dimensionless. Consequently, it affects merely the perfor-
mance characteristics quantitatively [40]. However, it is not only im-
portant but also necessary to consider the relation between She and
Shp in regard to the low-dissipation three-heat-source heat pump due
to the significant influence of the matching between the heat pump and
heat engine. Using Eqs. (2)–(5) and considering the first law of
thermodynamics, namely, + = +Q Q Q QH O HP OP, and the fact that the
size ratio of the Carnot heat pump to the Carnot heat engine must be
fixed for a practical three-heat-source heat pump, one can obtain the
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where C is a constant denoting the size ratio of the Carnot heat pump to
the Carnot heat engine. According to the above analyses together with
the specific description of the absorption heat pump in Section 2.1, the
correspondingly practical meaning of C for the absorption heat pump
can be deduced. That is, the size ratio C may correspond to the ratio of
the heat exchange area of condenser (evaporator) to that of generator
(absorber) for the absorption heat pump. Similarly, the size ratio C may
correspond to the ratio of the heat exchange area of condenser (eva-
porator) to that of adsorber (desorber) for the adsorption heat pump
and correspond to the ratio of the heat exchange area of evaporator to
that of generator for the ejector heat pump.
It can be found out from Eqs. (2) to (5) that the low-dissipation
three-heat-source heat pump will become reversible when tH ,
tPH , tPO , and tO . In addition, according to the physical
meaning of C and Eq. (6), the value of C for a practical three-heat-
source heat pump should locate in the region of
< <C C0 r (7)
where =C T T T T( )/( )r H P P O is the value of C at reversible condition.
Based on Eq. (7), a parameter = C C/ r ( < <0 1) can be defined,
which measures the matching deviation of the low-dissipation three-
heat-source heat pump from the reversible matching limit ( = 1). It
should be pointed out that C and are correlated for given values of the
temperature of external heat reservoirs. In the following discussions, in
the most cases, is adopted because it can explicitly show the de-
parture of C from reversible conditions, namely, Cr .
Using Eqs. (2)-(6), the heat load and COP of the low-dissipation
three-heat-source heat pump can be derived, respectively, as
Fig. 2. The equivalent low-dissipation cycle model of a class of thermally
driven heat pumps.
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where = + + +t t t tH PH PO O is the overall time duration of the low-
dissipation three-heat-source heat pump for one cycle, = W Q/ H is the
Carnot heat engine efficiency, and = Q W/PO is the COP of the Carnot
heat pump, = =W Q Q Q QH PH PO O is the output work of the
Carnot heat engine as well as the input work of the Carnot heat pump
during one cycle.
2.3. Optimal relation between the heat load and the coefficient of
performance
It can be realized from Eq. (9) that when both and are optimum,
the COP of a low-dissipation three-heat-source heat pump is optimum
under the relevant conditions. According to the low-dissipation model
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should be satisfied to make optimized.
Similarly, based on the low-dissipation model established above, the


























where = +~ /( )O O O PO , = +t t~ /( )O O O PO , =~hp + +t t( )/( )O PO O PO .
It can be proved from Eq. (12) that when is optimal the relation be-

















Above analyses show that the COP and heat load of the proposed
model depend on the following set of parameters: the dimensionless
irreversibility parameters ~H and ~O; the dimensionless temperatures T
~
H
and T~P; the dimensionless times of the heat engine ~he and heat pump ~hp;
and the parameters and C denoting the matching deviation from the
reversible limit of the global model and the size ratio of the Carnot heat
pump to the Carnot heat engine, respectively. Besides, as a theoretical
research about the generic and unified thermodynamic model of three-
heat-source heat pump, the influence of size symmetry/asymmetry of
the overall system and the dissipation symmetry/asymmetry of the
subsystems and overall system on the performance characteristics are
more concerned. Therefore, for the convenience of calculation and























where = + + + +( )/( )H PH H PH O PO gives a measure of the
symmetry of the irreversibility (dissipation) coefficients between the
involved heat engine and heat pump. In addition, an important control
parameter = +~ /(~ ~ )he he hp representing the ratio of the cycle time of
Carnot heat engine to the whole cycle time is introduced as well. It
could be considered as a measurement of the temporal symmetry of the
overall system. In the next section, the influence of these parameters on
the performance properties of the low-dissipation three-heat-source
heat pump model will be discussed in detail.
Fig. 3. The relation between optimized and the corresponding R~ for different values of . Fixed parameters are = =~ ~ 0.3H O , = 0.5, =T~ 3H and =T
~ 1.5P .
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3. Results and discussion
Based on the analyses above, the performance characteristics and
the optimal operation and design strategies of the system are in-
vestigated and discussed by using numerical calculation in this section.
Specially, the COP bounds at maximum heat load are obtained at ex-
treme asymmetry conditions and the different performance character-
istics and design constraints between thermally driven refrigerators and
heat pumps are stressed. Moreover, a further extension and a limit case
of the proposed model are presented, which highlights its validity and
generality. Besides, the limitations of the proposed model are discussed.
3.1. The behaviors of optimized coefficient of performance with heat load
By using Eqs. (6), (8), (9), (11), and (13), the relation between the
optimized COP and the corresponding heat load of the low-dissipation
three-heat-source heat pump for different values of can be obtained.
Unfortunately, the relation deduced from Eq. (6) are not handy analy-
tical and thus it should be investigated numerically to get explicit re-
sults.
The parametric plot of the optimized COP and corresponding heat
load for the different values of is shown in Fig. 3. It is seen from Fig. 3
that the optimal relation between R~ and is not monotonic and the
R~ curves are parabolic for a given value of . For different selec-
tions of , the qualitative behavior, namely, parabolic, is kept. There
exist a minimum COP min and a maximum COP max at which =R
~ 0.
Both max and min increase with the increase of . Besides, an optimal
value Rm exists making R
~ to achieve its maximum R~max for a given
value of . Rm increases with the increase of , whereas R
~
max decreases
with the increase of . In addition, it can be seen from Fig. 3 that for a
given value of , when <R R~ ~max there are two corresponding for a
given R~. Specifically, one is greater than Rm and the other is less than
Rm. As a consequence, the optimally operating region should be lo-
cated in the region of > Rm. The corresponding optimal regions of ~he
and ~hp for given can be determined by numerical calculation ac-
cordingly. Moreover, the associated optimal ranges of t~H and t~O can be
further derived by using Eqs. (11) and (13). According to literature
review, such a behavior between R~ and for the thermally driven heat
pump has never been obtained previously. For a realistic thermally
driven heat pump, the time durations of heat exchange processes in
each components should be controlled according to the above results to
make it work in the optimal region.
Similarly, the optimal curves of R~ for different and different
dissipation coefficients can be generated by using Eqs. (6), (8), (9),
(11), (13), and numerical calculation, as shown in Figs. 4 and 5, re-
spectively. It can be found form Fig. 4 that the values of max and min
are independent of under given other parameters. Besides, R~ and R~max
decrease with the increase of under given other parameters, which is
in conformity with Eq. (14). Moreover, Rm increases with the increase
of for the given other parameters. Fig. 5 indicates that the value of
max is dependent of ~H while the value of min depends on ~O. More
specifically, max increases with the increase of ~H , whereas min in-
creases with the decrease of ~O. The dependences of R
~
max and Rm on ~H
and ~O will be discussed detailly in Section 3.3.
3.2. The influence of
Likewise, the variations of the optimized COP and the corre-
sponding heat load with for different values of can be generated by
similar approaches, as shown in Fig. 6.
Fig. 6 shows that the COP decreases monotonically with the in-
crease of but R~ is not a monotonic function of . When = 0 or = 1,
namely, the overall cycle time is assigned to the Carnot heat pump or
the Carnot heat engine, the low-dissipation three-heat-source heat
pump is disabled, i.e., =R~ 0, which is an expected result. In addition,
there exists an optimal Rm at which R
~ attains its maximum R~max. It can
be seen from Fig. 6 that the value of Rm increases with the decrease of
. According to the analyses in the last subsection, the optimally op-
erating region of should be located in the interval < < 1Rm . In
other words, the time durations of heat exchange processes in each
components should be controlled to make the practical thermally
driven heat pump work in the optimal region.
The dependence of Rm on the values of ~H and ~O is shown by a
three-dimensional graph in Fig. 7. It is seen from Fig. 7 that Rm is not
the monotonic function of ~H and ~O and the variations of Rm with ~H
and ~O are approximately saddle-shaped. Besides, it can be clearly seen
by comparing Fig. 7 (a) and 7 (b) that the value of Rm not only depends
on the values of ~H and ~O, but also the temperatures of external heat
reservoirs, which is consistent with the result obtained by Ref. [33].
Fig. 4. The relation between optimized and the corresponding R~ for different values of . Fixed parameters are = =~ ~ 0.3H O , = 0.5, =T~ 3H and =T
~ 1.5P .
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3.3. The behaviors of Rm and R
~
max
According to the analyses above, Rm and R
~
max are two important
parameters accounting for the optimal operation of the system. Using
Eqs. (6), (8), (9), (11), (13), the data in Fig. 3, and numerical calcula-
tion, one can plot the R~ Rmmax curves for different ~H and ~O and the
variations of R~max and Rm with and C for given values of other
parameters, as shown in Fig. 8(a) and (b).
It can be found out from Fig. 8(a) that R~max decreases as Rm in-
creases in both symmetry and asymmetry dissipation situations. Con-
sequently, a compromise between heat load and COP should be made in
the design of a practical three-heat-source heat pump. Specifically, the
ratio of the heat exchange area of condenser (evaporator) to that of
generator (absorber) for the absorption heat pump, the ratio of the heat
exchange area of condenser (evaporator) to that of adsorber (desorber)
for the adsorption heat pump, and the ratio of the heat exchange area of
evaporator to that of generator for the ejector heat pump should be
chosen based on the data in Fig. 8(b) to satisfy the performance re-
quirement.
It is worth to point out that the above relations between Rm, R
~
max,
and C( ) are well different from the thermally driven refrigerators [46]
in which the maximum cooling power is not a monotonic function of
size ratio and the corresponding COP. Namely, there exists an optimal
design which makes the cooling power of thermally driven refrigerator
attain its globally maximum value and the corresponding COP can be
determined. This distinctive feature does not appear in the thermally
driven heat pump devices. Accordingly, different strategies in the de-
sign of practical devices should be selected. In particular, all values of
Fig. 5. The relation between optimized and the corresponding R~ for different values of ~H and ~O. Fixed parameters are = = 0.5, =T
~ 3H and =T
~ 1.5P .
Fig. 6. The variations of the optimized and the corresponding R~ with for different values of . Fixed parameters are = =~ ~ 0.3H O , = 0.5, =T~ 3H and =T
~ 1.5P .
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the size ratio between 0 and Cr are physically acceptable for thermally
heat pump, while for thermally driven refrigerator the size ratio should
be controlled in the region between the optimal size ratio and the size
ratio under reversible limit [46].
Based on the data in Fig. 5, the three-dimensional variations of Rm
and R~max with ~H and ~O are generated with the help of numerical
calculation, which are shown in Fig. 9(a) and (b), respectively. It can be
realized from Fig. 9(a) that Rm increases monotonically as ~H grows for
a given ~O but it decreases monotonically as ~O increases for a given
value of ~H . This result agrees with it could be expected because when
~ 1H and ~ 0O more heat can be released into heated space while
less heat is absorbed from the heat reservoir with high temperature for
given other parameters, which can be known from Eqs. (2) to (5). Fig. 9
(b) shows that R~max is not a monotonic function of ~H and ~O and there
exist optimal values of ~H and ~O at which R
~
max attains its minimum.
Using Eqs. (6), (8), (9), (11), (13), the data in Fig. 5, and numerical





for different values of . More importantly, according to Figs. 4 and 9
(a), the upper bounds of the T~Rm H and T
~
Rm P curves for different
values of can be obtained by setting 1, ~ 1H , and ~ 0O .
Meanwhile, the lower bounds of the T~Rm H and T
~
Rm P curves for
different values of can be obtained by setting 0, ~ 0H , and
~ 1O , which are shown in Fig. 10(a) and (b), where the T
~
r H and
T~r P curves and the T
~
Rm H and T
~
Rm P curves at the condition of
symmetry dissipation, namely, = 0.5, =~ 0.5H and =~ 0.5O , are also
displayed. It is seen from Fig. 10 that both Rm and r increase with the
increase of T~H for a given value of T
~
P and decrease with the increase of
T~P for a given value of T
~
H . Those behaviors are the expected results due
to the fact that the difficulty to pump heat into the heated space in-
creases with the increase of T~P but decreases with the increase of T
~
H . As
Fig. 7. Three-dimensional variations of Rm with ~H and ~O, = = 0.5, =T
~ 1.5P , (a) =T~ 3H , and (b) =T~ 2H .
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a result, when =T T~ ~H P, = = 1Rm r , namely, the low-dissipation three-
heat-source heat pump is disabled. Besides, for given values of T~H and
T~P , Rm increases with the increase of .
It is noteworthy to point out that in Fig. 10, the values of T~H and T
~
P
are not fixed. Therefore, the value of C should be changed according to
the variations of T~H or T
~
P to keep the value of constant. As a result, in





practical three-heat-source heat pump with constant ratio of the heat
exchange areas of different components, the curves of T~Rm H and
T~Rm P for given values of C are plotted by using Eqs. (6), (8), (9),
(11), (13), the data in Fig. 5, and numerical calculation, which are
shown in Fig. 11 (a) and (b).
In Fig. 11 (a) and (b), the T~Rm H and T
~
Rm P curves with same
value of C from the top to the bottom correspond to the upper bound,
symmetry dissipation, and lower bound, respectively. It can be found
out from Fig. 11 (a) and (b) that the value ranges of T~P and T
~
H are
limited by the condition C Cr . Besides, the characteristics of the
T~Rm H and T
~
Rm P curves for given values of C are more compli-
cated than those in Fig. 10 (a) and (b). On the one hand, with the in-
crease of T~H and the decrease of T
~
P, the difficulty to pump heat into the
heated space decreases, which can be realized from
= >T T T T( / ~ ) ~ /[ ~ ( ~ 1)] 0r H TP P H P~
2 and =T T T T( / ~ ) ( ~ 1)/[ ~ ( ~ 1) ]r P TH H H P~ 2
<0, respectively. On the other hand, for given
Fig. 8. (a) The variations of R~max with Rm for different values of ~H and ~O, where = = 0.5, =T
~ 3H and =T
~ 1.5P . (b) The variations of R~max and Rm with and C ,
where =~ 0.3H , =~ 0.3O , = 0.5, =T
~ 3H and =T
~ 1.5P .
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values of T~P and T
~
H , with the increase of T
~
H and the decrease of T
~
P ,
the irreversibility level of the global system increases, which can be
realized from = <T C T T T( / ~ ) ( ~ 1)/( ~ ~ ) 0H C T P H P, ~ 2P and
= >T C T T T( / ~ ) ( ~ 1)/( ~ ~ ) 0P C T H H P, ~ 2H . Besides, the effect of irrever-
sibility increases from the upper bound to the lower bound gradually.
Consequently, the behaviors of Rm with T
~
H and Rm with T
~
P depend on
the trade-off between those factors mentioned above.
Fig. 11 (a) indicates that Rm is a monotonically decreasing function
of T~H for all three different situations. With the increase of T
~
H , the ab-
solute values of the slope of the curves decrease. Nevertheless, the
behaviors of Rm with T
~
P for three different cases show different trends,
which can be seen from Fig. 11 (b). Specifically, the upper bound of
T~Rm P curves decrease with the increase of T
~
P due to the less influ-
ence from irreversibility than two other curves. On the contrary, the
lower bound of T~Rm P curves and the T
~
Rm P curves under sym-
metry dissipation show positive slopes. For given values of T~H and T
~
P,
the value of Rm increases with the increase of C .
It is noteworthy that the bounds of the COP at maximum heat load
presented in Figs. 10 and 11 are obtained under different conditions
and have different physical meanings comparing to the COP bounds at
maximum cooling power for thermally driven refrigerators obtained in
Ref. [46] due to the lack of optimal value of size ratio, even though
some of the curves look alike. Specifically, in Ref. [46], every point in
the COP bounds at maximum cooling power were generated for optimal
Fig. 9. Three-dimensional variations of (a) Rm and (b) R
~
max with ~H and ~O, = = 0.5, =T
~ 3H and =T
~ 1.5P .
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size ratios (depending on the operating temperatures). However, in
Figs. 10 and 11, the upper and lower bounds are plotted for given va-
lues of size ratio and α.
3.4. Discussions
In this subsection, two additional points which reinforce the validity
and generality of the low-dissipation model established above are ex-
plicitly analyzed. In addition, the limitations of the proposed model are
discussed.
3.4.1. Extension for low-dissipation three-source chemical pump
With the help of low-dissipation assumptions, the performance
characteristics of a three-source chemical pump consisting of a che-
mical pump driven by a chemical engine [48], which may be an ana-
logue to the chemical processes inside a photosynthesis engine [49],
can be also investigated.
For a low-dissipation three-source chemical pump consisting of a
low-dissipation chemical engine working between two reservoirs with
chemical potentials µH and µP ( >µ µH P) and a low-dissipation che-
mical pump working between two reservoirs with chemical potentials
µP and µO ( >µ µP O), the energy absorbed from reservoir with high
chemical potential by the chemical engine, the energies released into
reservoir with intermediate chemical potential by the chemical engine
and the chemical pump, and the energy absorbed from reservoir with




















Fig. 10. The curves of Rm and r varying with (a) T
~
H and (b) T
~
P for different , with 1, ~ 1H , and ~ 0O for the upper bound; 0, ~ 0H , and ~ 1O for
the lower bound; and = 0.5, =~ 0.5H , and =~ 0.5O for the curve between upper and lower bounds (a) =T
~ 1.5P , and (b) =T~ 3H .
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respectively, where =U µ NHr H ce, =U µ NPHr P ce, =U µ NPOr P cp, and
=U µ NOr O cp are, respectively, the corresponding exchanged energies
under reversible condition, Nce and Ncp are, respectively, the corre-
sponding masses transmitted by the chemical engine and the chemical
pump under reversible condition and may represent the size of the
chemical engine and the chemical pump. Besides, tH , tPH , tPO, and tO
denote, respectively, the time durations of four mass transfer processes
pre cycle, H , PH , PO, and O are four corresponding coefficients
including the irreversibility information.
By comparing Eqs. (2)–(5) with Eqs. (15)–(18), it can be found out
that the performance characteristics of the low-dissipation three-heat-
source heat pump obtained in Sections 2 and 3 can be directly used to
discuss the low-dissipation three-source chemical pump if only
=Q T SHr H he, =Q T SPHr P he , =Q T SPOr P hp, and =Q T SOr O hp are
replaced by =U µ NHr H ce, =U µ NPHr P ce, =U µ NPOr P cp, and
=U µ NOr O cp, respectively.
3.4.2. The limit of TH : Conventional compression heat pump.
According to Ref. [50], when TH the high-temperature heat
reservoir become a work source. As a result, the low-dissipation three-
heat-source heat pump shown in Fig. 2 goes back to a traditional
compression low-dissipation heat pump driven by work working
Fig. 11. The variations of Rm and r with (a) T
~
H and (b) T
~
P for different C , with 1, ~ 1H , and ~ 0O for the upper bound; 0, ~ 0H , and ~ 1O for the
lower bound; and = 0.5, =~ 0.5H , and =~ 0.5O for the curve between upper and lower bounds (a) =T
~ 1.5P , and (b) =T~ 3H .
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between the heated space (TP) and environment (TO). In this case,
=Q WH , =Q 0PH , =t 0H , = 0H , =t 0PH , = 0PH . Consequently, one
has =C Cr , which means that the heat engine is not adopted. In
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which are the COP of reversible compression heat pump, heat load, and
COP of the low-dissipation compression heat pump [51], respectively.
3.4.3. The limitations of the proposed model
The proposed model has the advantages of generality and wide
applicability, but its limitations are obvious as well. Firstly, instead of
specifying the heat-transfer laws, the associated dissipation coefficients
in each heat-transfer processes are introduced. Nevertheless, as men-
tioned in Section 2.1, the physical meanings of the dissipation coeffi-
cients are somewhat abstract and hard to be determined for realistic
thermal devices. The relations between dissipation coefficients and
Onsager coefficients have been explored for heat engine [52] and re-
frigerator [43], respectively. However, the practical meanings of the
dissipation coefficients are still ambiguous and further investigations
are necessary. Secondly, according to the practical meanings of re-
versible entropies, for an absorption heat pump the heat exchange areas
of condenser and evaporator ( Shp) are required to be the same as well
as the heat exchange areas of generator and absorber ( She). This re-
quirement usually cannot be satisfied for the practical absorption heat
pump in which the heat exchange areas of each components are dif-
ferent [8]. For adsorption and ejector heat pumps, there are similar
deviations between the proposed model and the practical devices.
Thirdly, in the discussions of the optimal performances of thermally
driven heat pumps, dimensionless time durations and heat load are
introduced since the values of dissipation coefficients are hard to be
determined for realistic devices. Consequently, some of the obtained
results have theoretical significances but their practical implementation
need further studies.
4. Concluding remarks
In this paper, a more universal thermodynamic model without
considering the specific law of heat-transfer has been established based
on low-dissipation assumption to investigate the performance char-
acteristics, design, and operation strategies of thermally driven heat
pumps, mainly including absorption, adsorption, and ejector heat
pumps. Four important findings are listed below:
1. The joint description of the low-dissipation three-heat-source heat
pump in terms of both dissipation and temporal symmetries/asym-
metries was proposed, which extends the theoretical application of
low-dissipation thermodynamic model.
2. The optimal performance characteristics and the optimal operations
of the thermally driven heat pumps were discussed and determined
by introducing an important parameter =C S S/hp he denoting the
size ratio of the heat pump to the heat engine. This parameter
stressed the practical meanings of reversible entropy changes inside
the low-dissipation model and connected the two subsystems inside
the overall system (Eq. (6)). Moreover, the different performances,
operation strategies, and design constraints between low-dissipation
heat pump and refrigerator have been underlined.
3. Based on the deatiled discussions about the performance of the
thermally driven heat pumps, the bounds of the COP at maximum
heat load were obtained at two extreme asymmetry conditions.
4. A further extension and a limit case of the proposed model have
been presented from which the similarity between the low-dissipa-
tion three-source chemical pump and the low-dissipation three-heat-
source heat pump was realized and the validity and generality of the
proposed model were highlighted. Besides, the limitations of the
proposed model are indicated.
It is reasonable to believe the proposed model and the significant
results obtained further develop the low-dissipation model and provide
a novel and useful description for the operation and design of practical
thermally driven heat pumps.
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